
Flow of the
debate



votes votes

The vote pases

The forum opens

The speakers list is

opened

The vote does not pass The vote does not pass

The vote passes

Start of
session

Roll cal

The delegations

sign up for the

speakers list 

Choose

between topic

A or B

Establish the duration

(from 30 to 90

seconds )

Forum opens

Motion of

procedure
Second a motion



The time is

yeilded to

the chair

votes

The time is yielded

to another

delegation

Positions are read

If the speaker has

leftover tine

Continue if there are

no motions

The forum opens

The time is yielded to

questions/comments 

With previous consent

of the delegation.

Moderator asks
which delegations

would like to
participate

The delegation

accepts tthe time

The time is declined
by the delegation

The delegate
yielding the time
recives an
admonition

Resolve the motion
Get up in your
turn to make
your question Subsequent

There are no

subsequents to

the

subsequent

Lift your placard

Motion of Personal
Privilege 

To open with a brief
preamble

(If you feel it’s
necessary)

If your questions wasn’t
anwsered or if you want

to make a related question

(askyour question)



Get up in

your turn to

make your

question

Subsequent
There are no

subsequents to

the subsequent
Lisft your

placard

Extraordinary session of questions

Motion of Personal

Privilege 

To open with a brief

preamble

(If you feel it’s

necessary)

If your questions wasn’t

anwsered or if you want to

make a related question

(askyour

question)

If motion is

accepted

If motion is rejected, continue

Votes

Extraordinary

session of questions

Establish the

number of

questions

The procces

repeats until all

the scheduled

questions are

anwsered



The forum opens

There is a
motion in

order

The speakers list
continues

To open a moderate
caucus it is necessary

to have read at least
50% of the positions.

There can’t

be any caucus

in the first

session

The process is
repeated

The session closes

To close the
session

Votes

The forum opens

Motion of
procedure Second a motion



The forum opens

votes

Establish duration

(from 5 to 20

minutes)

To open a moderated caucus

The moderated debate starts

If you want to extend

the caucus

The speakers list

continues/the session ends

votes

To extend the

moderated

caucus

The forum opens

Motion of

procedure Second a motion

Lasts at least one

second less than

the previous one



The forum opens

votes

Establish duration

(from 5 to 20

minutes)

To open a moderated caucus

The moderated debate starts

If you want to extend

the caucus

The speakers list

continues/the session ends

votes

To extend the

moderated

caucus

The forum opens

Motion of

procedure Second a motion

Lasts at least one second

less than the previous one



The forum opens

votes

Open unmoderated caucus The
unmoderated
caucus opens

If you want to extend
the unmoderated

caucus

votes

To extend
unmoderated

caucus

Motion of
procedure Second a motion

Establish duration
(from 5 to 20

minutes)

The speakers list
continues/the session ends

Lasts at least one second
less than the previous one



In an unmoderated caucus 

Write the

worksheet

Groups with

similar positions

are formed

The worksheets

are read before

the committe

Unmoderated

caucus ends

The Chair

approves the

worksheet
If the

Chair

suggests

changes

The resolution

paper is written
To start an

unmoderated

caucus

The

unmoderated

caucus ends

The resolution

papers are

presented before

the commitee

votes

Vote for the

winning

resolution paper

(with the

corresponding

protocol)

The Chair

approves the

resolution paper

If the

Chair

suggests

changes
Motion of

procedure Second a motion



Amendments

The final

Resolution paper

is anounced and

the topic is

closed

Chose between

remaining

topics 

The forum opens

The process

repeats
The Secretary

approves the

resolution paper

If the Secretary

rejects the

resolution

paper

Motion of

procedure Second a motion



Thank
you!


